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ABSTRACT: DNA secondary structures, such as dimers and
hairpins, are important for the synthesis of DNA template-
embedded silver nanoclusters (DNA/AgNCs). However, the
arrangement of AgNCs within a given DNA template and how
the AgNC influences the secondary structure of the DNA
template are still unclear. Here, we introduce a noncanonical
head-to-head hairpin DNA nanostructure that is driven by
orange-emissive AgNCs. Through detailed in-gel analysis, sugar
backbone switching, inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry, small-angle X-ray scattering, and small angle neutron
scattering, we show that the orange-emissive AgNCs mediate
cytosine-Ag-cytosine bridging between two six-cytosine loop (6C-loop) hairpin DNA templates. Unlike green, red, or far-red
emissive AgNCs, which are embedded inside a hairpin and duplex DNA template, the orange-emissive AgNCs are localized on
the interface between the two 6C-loop hairpin DNA templates, thereby linking them. Moreover, we found that deoxyribose in
the backbone of the 6C-loop at the third and fourth cytosines is crucial for the formation of the orange-emissive AgNCs and
the head-to-head hairpin DNA structure. Taken together, we suggest that the specific wavelength of AgNCs fluorescence is
determined by the mutual interaction between the secondary or tertiary structures of DNA- and AgNC-mediated
intermolecular DNA cross-linking.
KEYWORDS: DNA nanotechnology, silver nanoclusters, DNA assembly, noncanonical DNA structure, metal-mediated structure,
biomaterial, DNA nanodevice

DNA-encapsulated nanoclusters have led to the
development of biosensors and imaging tools by
combining the biocompatibility of DNA and the

fluorescence of nanoclusters.1 Among them, silver nanoclusters
(AgNCs) have gained prominence owing to their brightness,
photostability, and large Stokes shift.2,3 Because of their
photochemical properties, many researchers have adopted
DNA-encapsulated AgNC (DNA/AgNCs) technology to
monitor a variety of biomolecules and chemicals such as
DNA single nucleotide polymorphisms, miRNAs, proteins, and
heavy metals.4−10 Additionally, many studies have focused on
defining the physical, chemical, and structural characteristics of
the DNA/AgNCs. For instance, DNA/AgNCs are influenced
by buffer conditions, the template DNA sequences, the
secondary structures of the DNA templates, the number of
Ag atoms, and their arrangement within the DNA
templates.8,11−14 Recent studies have described the molecular

configuration of the green and near-infrared AgNCs within the
DNA duplex containing 8 and 16 Ag atoms, respectively, by
using X-ray crystallography.15,16 Furthermore, it has been
shown that the hairpin DNA is responsible for the generation
of red fluorescent AgNCs.17 However, the relation between the
structural characteristics of DNA/AgNCs and fluorescence
emission in the blue, yellow, and orange range has not been
elucidated.
We previously reported multiple strategies for microRNA

(miRNA) detection using DNA/AgNC sensors. microRNAs
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are small noncoding RNAs that negatively regulate gene
expression, and many such miRNAs are emerging as important
biomarkers for disease diagnostics. However, designing DNA/
AgNC sensors that have a similar fluorescence intensity and
sensitivity for each target is extremely challenging because of
the vast number of miRNAs with over 2500 identified in
humans alone. Therefore, we developed the locking-to-
unlocking system that consists of three components; a 6C-
loop, a single-stranded DNA complementary to the target
miRNA, and a short fold-back anchor sequence to generate a
partial hairpin structure.18 This system was highly efficient in
detecting target miRNAs. However, we found that all of the
tested sensors used the locking-to-unlocking system emitted at
two distinct fluorescence wavelengths, orange and/or red.
Further in-gel analyses revealed that the orange fluorescence
correlates with a higher order DNA secondary structure in the
DNA/AgNC sensors, possibly a DNA duplex, while the red
fluorescence is generated from the hairpin form of DNA/
AgNC sensors, even though they have identical DNA
sequences.17 Taking a cue from this phenomenon, we
investigated the relationship between the secondary structure
of the DNA/AgNCs and orange fluorescence. Through
detailed molecular analyses, we showed here that the orange-
emitting AgNCs are not embedded in the Watson−Crick base-
paired DNA duplex but instead located at the approximal
surface between two 6C-loop hairpin DNA templates by
forming a cytosine-Ag-cytosine bridge. Furthermore, we found
that the third and fourth cytosines of the 6C-loop play a crucial
role in the head-to-head DNA nanostructure formation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We recently reported a locking-to-unlocking DNA/AgNCs
sensor system for the detection of miRNAs. The sensors were
designed to form hairpin DNA structures in the absence of
miRNAs. However, we found that some of these sensors
generated a higher order DNA structure which, previously, we
assumed to be a 12C-bulged DNA duplex. This was bigger
than the predicted hairpin DNA structure and generated
orange fluorescence.17,18 To define the DNA structure
corresponding to the orange-emitting AgNCs, we selected
four DNA templates, which can form a hairpin and/or duplex
DNA structure (6C-miR-21-22bp and 6C-30T-9A) and
nonstructured DNAs (6C-30T-22bp and 6C-miR-21-30A)
(Figure 1A). As expected, the two DNA templates predicted to
form hairpin and/or duplex DNA structures showed a strong
orange fluorescence at the predicted size of the 12C-bulged
DNA duplex in the in-gel analysis (Figure 1B,D). The emission
spectrum is shown in SI1 and SI2. In the absence of silver ions
or AgNCs, both 6C-miR-21-22bp and 6C-30T-9A formed
mostly hairpin structures, showing that the synthesis of AgNCs
reciprocally influences the secondary structure of DNA
templates (Figure 1B, lanes 3 and 4, and Figure 1D, lanes 3
and 4). Therefore, we suspected that the orange-emissive
AgNCs can be formed in 12C-bulged DNA duplexes. To
confirm this, we designed 6C-30T-22bp and 6C-miR-21-30A
templates to form the 12C-bulged DNA duplex via their
complementary sequences but not the single-stranded hairpin
DNA structure. The linear DNA templates, 6C-30T-22bp and
6C-miR-21-30A, which cannot form any secondary structures,
showed no fluorescence (Figure 1C,E). We observed that 6C-

Figure 1. Identification of the DNA structure responsible for orange-emissive AgNCs. (A) The 5′ to 3′-oligo sequences used: the red denotes
the 6C silver binding site and the schematics of the predicted structures have been shown. (B−F) In-gel fluorescence assay of corresponding
DNA/AgNC templates. Oligo samples were prepared either untreated (SYBR), with the addition of AgNO3 (SYBR/Ag+), or with both
AgNO3 and NaBH4 (AgNCs), respectively. The DNA bands were visualized either with SYBR Gold (SYBR), AgNC fluorescence or both,
under a UV transilluminator. Red asterisks indicate DNA structures encapsulating fluorescent AgNCs.
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30T-22bp and 6C-miR-21-30A formed a 12C-bulged DNA
duplex (6C-30T-22bp/6C-miR-21-30A), when stained with
SYBR Gold (Figure 1F). However, the 12C-bulged DNA
duplex was unable to embed the strong orange-emitting
AgNCs, which implies that the 12C-bulged DNA duplex
structure could be irrelevant to the orange-emitting AgNCs
(Figure 1F). The result is consistent with the data obtained by
Geczy et al. about the requirement of hairpin monomer
structure as an explicit requirement to generate orange-
emissive AgNCs.19 The study showed that among the size
exclusion purified DNA only hairpin structures were able to
generate orange emission, while dimer and other oligomeric
structures failed to generate any AgNCs.19 Furthermore, the
6C-30T-9A template was predicted to generate a 12C-bulged
DNA duplex with a melting temperature of around 32 °C.
Therefore, we synthesized AgNCs with 6C-30T-9A as template
at 38 °C to avoid Watson−Crick base-pairing. Despite the
relatively high temperature, the 6C-30T-9A template embed-
ded the strong orange-emissive AgNCs (SI3). Our in-gel
fluorescence assay has shown the presence of nonemissive dark
AgNCs. Upon synthesis of AgNCs, the nonfluorescent hairpin
monomeric structures transformed into orange-emissive

dimers. These findings are consistent with a report by O’Neill
et al., where oligomerization of C-loop DNAs was shown
through gel.20 Fygenson group investigated AgNC synthesis
within the 12C loop to generate red emission. It further
suggested the presence of cis and trans hairpin dimers through
capillary electrophoresis.21 Therefore, it can be presumed that
both the dimerization and/or conformation of monomeric
hairpins can contribute in driving dark AgNCs to bright
species. Altogether, we hypothesized that the strong orange
fluorescence could be produced by a yet to be identified DNA/
AgNC structure, not from the 12C-bulged DNA duplex.
Thymine bases are known to be the less preferable binding

site for Ag+ at a physiological pH.22,23 To characterize the
structure responsible for the generation of orange-emissive
AgNCs, we substituted each of the cytosines in the 6C-loop of
the 6C-30T-9A template with a thymine (Figure 2A). The
presence of adenine and thymine in the stem region ensures
the localization of AgNCs mostly within the 6C-loop region.
Many DNA templates embedding AgNCs with a very strong
fluorescence do not require serial cytosines.24,25 Therefore, if
6C-30T-9A prefers to form the 12C-bulged DNA duplex as
shown in the Figure 1A, the substitution of a single cytosine

Figure 2. Dimer structure is driven by cytosine-rich hairpin loop in 6C-30T-9A. (A) Sequence and expected structure of oligo sequences
used and the loop shows the 6-cytosine binding site (red) for AgNCs and the position of the thymine (blue) within it. (B−H) In gel
fluorescence assay of corresponding DNA/AgNC templates. Oligo samples were prepared either untreated (SYBR), with the addition of
AgNO3 (SYBR/Ag+), or with both AgNO3 and NaBH4 (AgNCs), respectively. The DNA bands were visualized either with SYBR Gold
(SYBR), AgNCs fluorescence, or both under a UV transilluminator. Red asterisks indicate DNA structures encapsulating fluorescent AgNCs.
(I) Fluorescence emission of AgNCs with Ex/Em 480/590 nm.
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with thymine should not hinder the synthesis of orange-
emissive AgNCs. When we sequentially replaced the first to
sixth cytosines with thymine one-by-one, the strong orange
fluorescence was completely abolished, even though the bulge
still had 10 cytosines (Figure 2B−H). We also monitored the
reduction of the orange fluorescence by a fluorimeter (Figure
2I and SI4). We further confirmed this phenomenon by testing
the 6C-miR-21-22bp templates, where again we observed the
loss of orange fluorescence upon replacement of 6C-loop
cytosines with thymines (SI5 and SI6).The results also
suggested that the orange emission is likely sensitive to the
total number of cytosines involved in the steric volume. This is
also supported by the data shown in SI9. 7C- and 8C-loop can
also generate dimer structure with drastically lower orange
emission intensity. Therefore, it can be suggested that the 6C-
loop is critical to the formation of orange-emissive AgNCs.
Further, systematic replacement of cytosines with thymine
indicates that each of cytosines were critical to the formation of
dimer structure and that the dimer structure was not driven by
an anchor sequence.

As the 12C-bulged DNA duplex is not the candidate,
another possible DNA structure for embedding the orange-
emissive AgNCs could be the head-to-head dimer of the two
hairpin DNA templates. In fact, two studies have shown that
the head-to-head dimerization of two hairpin nucleic acids,
either RNA or DNA, is possible due to nucleic acid base
flipping, a mechanism that involves unpaired nucleotide bases
rotating outside the loop.26−30 In the studies, the head-to-head
dimerization of two hairpin nucleic acids is driven by Watson−
Crick base-pairing between two approximal hairpin nucleic
acids. However, the 6C-miR-21-22bp and 6C-30T-9A
templates used in this study are unable to form the
Watson−Crick base-pairing between the two approximal 6C-
loop structures. Other studies have shown that Ag+ ion can
bridge two cytosines to generate a thermally stable cytosine-
Ag-cytosine bridge.31 Accordingly, we hypothesized that the
orange-emissive AgNCs could be embedded between the two
6C-loop structures, which are connected by the cytosine-Ag-
cytosine bridge. To test this hypothesis, we shuffled the 6C-
miR-21-22bp and 6C-30T-9A templates. If the orange-emissive

Figure 3. Head-to-head hairpin DNA dimerization mediated by orange-emissive AgNCs. (A) Schematics of the expected head-to-head
hairpin DNA dimer structures. (B) Kissing-loop homo- and heterodimer mediated by AgNCs visualized by in gel fluorescence assay of
corresponding DNA/AgNC templates. Oligo samples were prepared either untreated (SYBR), or with the addition of AgNO3 and NaBH4
(AgNCs), respectively. The DNA bands were visualized either with SYBR Gold (SYBR), AgNCs fluorescence or both, under a UV
transilluminator. Blue asterisks indicate DNA structures encapsulating fluorescent AgNCs. (C−E, H) SANS measurements to characterize
the size of the kissing-loop DNA dimers of 6C-miR-21-22bp, 6C-30T-9A, and 6C-miR-159-8bp, respectively. (F, G, I) SAXS measurements
to characterize the size of AgNCs encapsulated in 6C-30T-9A and 6C-miR-159-8bp. (J, K) AFM, SEM, and TEM measurements to visualize
the size of the kissing-loop DNA dimers and AgNCs encapsulated in 6C-30T-9A and 6C-miR-159−8bp, respectively.
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AgNCs form in the approximal surface between two 6C-loop
structures, three different orange DNA/AgNCs (6C-miR-21-
22bp/6C-miR-21-22bp homodimer, 6C-miR-21-22bp/6C-
30T-9A heterodimer, and 6C-30T-9A/6C-30T-9A homo-
dimer) should be synthesized regardless of the Watson−
Crick base-pairing (Figure 3A). The 6C-miR-21-22bp template
intrinsically does not share sequence complementarity with the
6C-30T-9A templates, therefore, Watson−Crick base-pairing
cannot occur. Indeed, we observed the formation of the 6C-
miR-21-22bp/6C-30T-9A heterodimer and showed a strong
orange fluorescence upon association with AgNCs (Figure
3B).
To verify the size of the head-to-head hairpin DNA

nanostructure, we performed small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) analyses (Figure 3C−E,H). The SANS intensities of
the DNA/AgNCs showed two characteristic patterns of
relatively low scattering intensity in the high Q region (Q >
0.02 Å−1), which dramatically increased in the low Q region (Q
< 0.01 Å−1). This indicates that the DNA/AgNC solution

contains two distinct structures with an at least 10-fold size
difference. Considering the characteristics of the DNA/AgNCs
and their scattering intensities, the scattering patterns at low
and high Q region could be attributed to the clustering
structure of the DNA/AgNCs and the Gaussian coil structure
of the DNA/AgNCs, respectively. To describe the nanostruc-
ture of the DNA/AgNCs, the Guinier approximation with two
different size distributions was applied. The SANS intensities
of the 6C-miR-21-22bp dimer and 6C-30T-9A dimer were
successfully reproduced by the Guinier approximation with a
radius of gyration (Rg) of 6.82 and 6.23 nm, respectively.
Considering that the DNA/AgNCs (6C-miR-21-22bp dimer
and 6C-30T-9A dimer) could form a head-to-head dimer
(cylindrical shaped fit), their length and radius can be
calculated from the Rg [α] values, which show 23.2 nm
(length) and 1.60 nm (radius) for the 6C-miR-21-22bp dimer
and 21.0 nm (length) and 1.96 nm (radius) for the 6C-30T-9A
dimer (Figure 3C,D). These lengths were roughly twice the
predicted size of the hairpin structure of the 6C-miR-21-22bp

Figure 4. Effect of sugar backbone on the formation of the kissing-loop dimer mediated by orange-emissive AgNCs. (A) Sequence and
predicted structure of the DNA, RNA, and DNA/RNA chimeric templates. Letters in red black and green indicate deoxyribose and ribose
sugar in the backbone, respectively. (B−E) In gel fluorescence assay of corresponding DNA, RNA, and DNA/RNA chimera templates. Oligo
samples were prepared either untreated (SYBR), with the addition of AgNO3 (SYBR/Ag+), or with both AgNO3 and NaBH4 (AgNCs),
respectively. Nucleic acid bands were visualized either with SYBR Gold (SYBR), AgNCs fluorescence or both, under a UV transilluminator.
Red asterisks indicate DNA structures encapsulating fluorescent AgNCs. (F) Fluorescence measurements, (G) UV/vis absorption
spectroscopy, (H) CD spectroscopy, of AgNCs encapsulated by the corresponding DNA, RNA, or DNA/RNA templates. (I) SAXS
measurement to characterize the size of the hairpin of the 6rC-miR-21-22bp. (J) ICP-MS measurements to quantify Ag and P bound to
AgNCs structures of DNA and RNA. The measurements were performed on at least three gel-purified AgNCs-bound oligos, and the average
amount is been shown.
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and 6C-30T-9A monomers (Figure 3C,D). Thus, as a control,
we measured the size of the 6C-miR159-8bp template that
forms exclusively the hairpin DNA structure with red emissive
AgNCs (SI7). The length and radius of this hairpin-structured
6C-miR159-8bp monomer were 12.8 and 1.76 nm, respec-
tively, which can be calculated from the Rg [α] value (3.88
nm). These results clearly showed that the head-to-head
hairpin DNA dimerization is almost twice the size of the
hairpin-structured DNA. Next, to test whether the size of
orange-emissive AgNCs is different from that of red-emissive
AgNCs, we performed small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
analyses. We compared values for the dimensions of red
emissive AgNCs embedded in a 6C-miR-159-8bp monomer
and of orange-emissive AgNCs embedded in a 6C-30T-9A
dimer (Figure 3F,G,I). The Rg values were 1.02 nm for red
AgNCs encapsulated in 6C-miR159-8bp and 0.96 nm for
orange-emissive AgNCs encapsulated in 6C-30T-9A (Figure
3F,G,I). It is known that the size of AgNCs is not related to the
fluorescence wavelength.32 We observed that the sizes of the
orange AgNCs were almost similar to that of the red AgNCs,
which implies that the difference in DNA structural
configuration between the hairpin DNA monomer and the
head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer could influence the
fluorescence wavelength. Furthermore, we investigated the
differences in each of the DNA structural characterization
using AFM, SEM, and TEM (Figure 3J,K). The morphological
characterization of the 6C-30T-9A dimer and 6C-miR-159-8bp
monomer by AFM and SEM revealed the presence of
monodispersed spherical DNA nanostructures with a smooth
surface. Consistent with the SANS analysis, analysis of the
SEM revealed the difference in DNA/AgNCs complex size:
56.21 ± 11.36 nm for the 6C-30T-9A dimer and 32.08 ± 5.34
nm for the 6C-miR-159-8bp monomer. In addition, the
structural analysis by TEM showed the individual AgNCs size
of 7.92 ± 1.89 nm for the 6C-30T-9A dimer and 4.35 ± 0.77
nm for the 6C-miR-159−8bp monomer, revealing different size
and the intermolecular arrangements of AgNCs are dependent
on the secondary structures of DNA templates. Overall, nearly
twice the size of DNA/AgNCs complex of 6C-30T-9A dimer
than that of the 6C-miR-159-8bp monomer clearly demon-
strate that the head-to-head hairpin DNA nanostructure
generated with the orange-emissive AgNCs shows distinct
structural organization.
Previously, we and others have shown that cytosine-rich

RNA sequences can be used to synthesize fluorescent
AgNCs.33 The flexibility offered by RNAs plays a crucial role
in enabling them to encapsulate fluorescent AgNCs.34 Further,
the sugar puckering of the ribose is known to alter the
conformation of the RNA double helix compared to the DNA
double helix.35 Therefore, to confirm the importance of the
6C-loop structure, we substituted the DNA cytosines in the
6C-loop for RNA cytosines (Figure 4A). In comparison to the
DNA template, 6C-miR-21-22bp, which yielded the head-to-
head hairpin DNA dimer and strong orange fluorescence, the
RNA template, and 6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp did not display the
hairpin dimer or orange fluorescence (Figure 4B,C). However,
we did observe a very weak red fluorescence that was generated
by a hairpin monomer (Figure 4C). To confirm the
importance of the DNA 6C-loop structure for the formation
of the head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer, we tested two
chimera templates, 6rC-miR-21-22bp (6C-loop is RNA, stem
region is DNA) and 6C-rmiR-21-r22bp (6C-loop is DNA,
stem region is RNA). Regardless of whether the Watson−

Crick base-paired stem region is RNA or DNA, the DNA 6C-
loop harboring template, 6C-rmiR-21-r22bp, formed the head-
to-head hairpin DNA dimer and emitted strong orange
fluorescence (Figure 4D,E). These results were confirmed by
monitoring the full wavelength spectra (Figure 4F and SI8).
UV−vis absorbance spectra showed a peak at ∼482 nm for 6C-
miR-21-22bp and 6C-rmiR-21-r22bp which overlaps with the
excitation wavelength for the probes (Figure 4G). In addition,
6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp and 6rC-miR-21-22bp did not absorb at
∼482 nm, which is consistent with the nonfluorescent nature
of the templates. Next, we performed circular dichroism (CD)
analyses. As shown in Figure 4H (upper panel), 6rC-rmiR-21-
r22bp shows a positive peak around 270 nm and zero crossing
at 240 nm irrespective of AgNCs synthesis. In contrast, 6C-
miR-21-22bp showed a positive peak at ∼280 nm with zero
crossing at ∼255 nm in the absence of AgNCs, which was red-
shifted in the presence of AgNCs with zero crossing at ∼280
nm. These results clearly indicate that Ag+ prefers to interact
with the DNA compared to the RNA. Consistently, similar
results were obtained by analyzing the 6rC-miR-21-22bp and
6C-rmiR-21-r22bp, which are composed of a DNA stem
structure or an RNA stem structure, respectively.
As shown in Figure 4B,C, 6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp did not show

any orange fluorescence and hairpin dimer formation;
therefore, we performed SANS analysis to confirm whether
6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp only forms a hairpin monomer. The
measured length (10.8 nm) of the 6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp was
shorter than that of 6C-miR-21-22bp (23.2 nm), indicating
that the RNA template is not able to form the head-to-head
hairpin dimer (Figure 4I). The dissimilarity in the secondary
structure between 6C-miR-21-22bp (the strong orange) and
6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp (the weak red) evidently causes the large
difference in fluorescence emission. However, it was not clear
whether the head-to-head hairpin dimer harbors a higher
number of clustered Ag than the hairpin monomer resulting in
the strong orange fluorescence. To answer this question, after
fractionation by gel electrophoresis, we purified the head-to-
head hairpin dimer of 6C-miR-21-22bp and the hairpin of 6rC-
rmiR-21-r22bp. Then we performed ICP-MS analysis to
qualitatively analyze the amount of embedded Ag+ versus
phosphate ions in the two DNA and RNA templates. We
estimated that the head-to-head hairpin dimer of 6C-miR-21-
22bp possessed three times more Ag+ compared to hairpin
monomer formed by 6rC-rmiR-21-r22bp (Figure 4J). Consid-
ering the predominantly hairpin structure formation by 6rC-
rmiR-21-r22bp and dimer structure formation by 6C-miR-21-
22bp along with lower Ag+ ion content in former, it can be
concluded that the cytosine-Ag-cytosine bridge recruits more
silvers for the synthesis of orange-emissive AgNCs.
To build the intermolecular cytosine-Ag-cytosine bridge,

some of the cytosines in a 6C-loop must flip outward to meet
the similarly outward-flipped cytosines of the corresponding
6C-loop. However, the base flipping of all six cytosines outside,
toward their counterparts, could not occur due to constraints
in the backbone torsion angles. In general, base flipping
involves the inversion of the sugar pucker, phosphodiester
backbone rearrangement, and distortion in the vicinity of the
flipping base.36 Therefore, we questioned which of the
cytosines in the 6C-loop were involved in the head-to-head
hairpin DNA dimer formation via the base-flipping mecha-
nism. Hence, we systematically substituted the DNA cytosines
in the 6C-loop with RNA cytosines. Not only did the
substitution of cytosine with thymine at any position of the
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6C-loop abrogate the head-to-head hairpin DNA dimerization
(Figure 2A), but the sugar puckering and backbone torsion of
RNA in comparison to DNA also influenced the 6C-loop base
flipping. The substitution from DNA to RNA at the 1, 2, 5, and
6 positions only slightly affected the head-to-head hairpin
DNA dimer structure and AgNCs fluorescence (Figure
5C,D,G,H). However, the head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer
structure and AgNCs fluorescence (>20 fold) were noticeably
reduced when the ribose sugar was substituted at the third and
fourth position of the 6C-loop (Figure 5E,F). The results from
the in-gel fluorescence assays were confirmed by monitoring
the full wavelength spectra (Figure 5I). These results indicate
that the third and fourth cytosines of the 6C-loop structure
play a crucial role in outward base flipping leading to the
formation of the head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer. This also
explains in part why the replacement of all six DNA cytosines
with RNA cytosines led to reduced fluorescence and inhibited
dimer formation. Together result indicates that the indirect
effect of the ribose sugar offering flexibility for base flipping
contributes in generation of head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer

structure when only some of the deoxyribose sugars are
replaced with ribose sugar.

CONCLUSION

To date, most studies using hairpin and duplex DNA templates
reported three different colors; red, green, and far-red
fluorescent AgNCs, which can be synthesized in hairpin
DNA monomers with different stem-loop sequences.15−17

However, their structural features were not precisely correlated
with their emission spectra. Here, we introduced a structural
aspect of DNA/AgNCs and their fluorescence by analyzing
hairpin DNA structures consisting of a base-paired stem region
and a loop sequence of six cytosines. We found that hairpin
DNA can form a head-to-head hairpin DNA dimer through
Ag+ meditated non-Watson−Crick base-pairing and produce a
strong orange fluorescence. We showed that the unpaired
cytosines in the 6C-loop can flip outside forming the head-to-
head hairpin DNA dimer when the third and fourth cytosines
of two 6C-loop structures come close enough to be bridged by

Figure 5. Systematic analysis of the effect of the backbone sugar in the formation of the kissing-loop dimer mediated by orange-emissive
AgNCs. (A) Sequence and predicted structure of the DNA and DNA/RNA chimeric templates. Letters in red and green indicate deoxyribose
and ribose sugar in the backbone, respectively. (B−E) In gel fluorescence assay of corresponding DNA and DNA/RNA chimera templates.
Oligo samples were prepared either untreated (SYBR), with the addition of AgNO3 (SYBR/Ag

+), or with both AgNO3 and NaBH4 (AgNCs),
respectively. Nucleic acid bands were visualized either with SYBR Gold (SYBR), AgNCs fluorescence, or both under a UV transilluminator.
Blue asterisks indicate secondary structures encapsulating fluorescent AgNCs. Red asterisks indicate DNA structures encapsulating
fluorescent AgNCs. (I) Fluorescence emission of AgNCs with Ex/Em 480/590 nm.
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Ag+ ions, which can then be further fortified by silver
clustering.
Hairpin structural motifs in DNA and RNA are of

considerable biological importance as protein recognition
elements, DNA replication, RNA splicing, and RNA trans-
lation.37,38 In DNA, it has been widely known that several
palindromic sequences generate stable and compact hairpin
structures during DNA replication. Such structures may be
associated with several genetic diseases and could be potential
drug targets owing to their shape and geometry that differ from
the B-form double-stranded DNA.37 Therefore, the head-to-
head hairpin DNA dimer, in association with the orange-
emitting AgNCs, could be an important tool for disease
diagnosis and monitoring biological processes. DNA nano-
structure technology, also known as DNA origami, is the
nanoscale folding of DNA, via interactions between comple-
mentary base pairs, to make two- and three-dimensional DNA
structures useful for construction materials. Our finding could
provide a strategy for making diverse DNA nanostructures
wherein two- or multiple-DNA nanostructures can be
connected by the metal driven head-to-head hairpin DNA
dimer as a nanoscale cross-linker. The results demonstrate the
structure-guided assembly of AgNCs within DNA templates
for fine-tuning the emissive properties of AgNCs which is of
substantial interest in diverse applications, especially in DNA
nanotechnology, synthetic biology, and biosensing.

METHODS
Oligonucleotides and Chemicals. All oligonucleotides were

obtained from mBiotech (an Integrated DNA Technologies Co.,
Korea) or Bioneer Co., Ltd., Korea. The sequence information has
been provided in the figures or supplementary figures where relevant
and in Supporting Information Table 1. For small angle neutron
scattering (SANS), the DNA probe was ordered from Bioneer, 1
μmole scale using BIO-RP purification. The synthesis of emissive
AgNCs was carried out using AgNO3 (>99.99%) and NaBH4
(99.99%) from Sigma-Aldrich. A sodium nitrate solution and a
Tris-acetate buffer (pH 6.5, 0.5 M) from TRIZMA acetate salt
(≥99.0%, from Sigma−Aldrich) was prepared in pure Milli-Q water
(18.2 MΩ cm). The 40% Acrylamide: Bis-acrylamide (19:1) mixture
was obtained from Intron Biotechnology (Cat. No. BA003).
Ammonium persulfate was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, while
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was obtained from Bio-Rad.
Deuterium Oxide (D, 99%) was obtained from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Inc. cat. no. DLM-4−100.
Synthesis of AgNCs. To synthesize fluorescent AgNCs, the DNA

probes were incubated (25 μL) at 95 °C for 10 min (denaturation)
and at 25 °C for 20 min (annealing) in 20 mM Tris-acetate buffer and
25 mM NaNO3. Then AgNO3 and NaBH4 were added, each to a final
concentration of 250 μM in a 50 μL total reaction volume. In addition
to the DNA/AgNCs of interest, the synthesis procedure inevitably
leads to the formation of silver nanoparticles which absorb in the 400
nm range as well as minor fluorescent species. During sample
preparation, all operations were performed systematically to obtain
optimal results. Throughout we describe the concentrations of nucleic
acids, buffer, and salts in the final reaction volume (50 μL). All the
DNA/AgNCs were incubated for 1 h at 25 °C and subsequently used
for further analysis. To measure emission and excitation spectra, the
samples were diluted to 200 μL using water. The fluorescence was
measured in a 96-well disposable plate using CLARIOstar from BMG
Labtech.
In Gel Fluorescence Assay. To detect the hairpin structure and

self-dimer structures from the DNA/AgNCs, gel electrophoresis was
performed with a native polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) (15%). A
MiniPROTEAN Tetra Cell system (Bio-Rad) or Hoefer gel
electrophoresis (SE260 Mighty Small II Deluxe system) was used
for the gel electrophoresis with TBE buffer (Tris base (44.5 mM),

boric acid (44.5 mM), and EDTA (1 mM)). The AgNC samples were
prepared as described above (50 μL final reaction volume). Half of
the reaction mixture (25 μL) was mixed with 2.25 μL of 50% glycerol
and 0.5 μL of 200X SYBR Gold dye (SYBR Gold Nucleic Acid Gel
Stain, Thermo Fisher Scientific S11494) for samples detected using
SYBR Gold and AgNCs. For AgNC samples detected without using
SYBR Gold, the dye was replaced with distilled water. Electrophoresis
was performed at 100 V/1.5 h followed by visualization using a
Transilluminator. Hoefer gel electrophoresis PS300-B Volt Power
Supply was used at 90 V/8 h. The images were captured using a
Canon camera (EOS 750D, EF-S 18-55 mm lens) under UV light. All
the captured images were similarly treated to prevent bias.

SANS and SAXS Analysis. DNA/AgNC for SANS analysis was
synthesized to a final concentration of 2 mg/mL of DNA probe
dissolved in deuterated water. The DNA probes (1 mL) were
incubated at 95 °C for 10 min (denaturation) and 25 °C for 20 min
(annealing) at the given concentrations in 20 mM Tris−acetate buffer
and 25 mM NaNO3. Then AgNO3 and NaBH4 were added to a final
concentration of 250 μM in a 2 mL reaction volume (deuterated
water was added to make the final volume 2 mL). All of the reagents
were prepared in deuterated water. The reaction mixture was
incubated at room temperature for 1 h. For SAXS analysis, samples
were prepared as mentioned earlier under synthesis of AgNC samples.
The SANS data was collected by an Extended Q-range Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (EQ-SANS) instrument (BL-6) at the Spallation
Neutron Source of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge, TN).
Neutron distribution with a minimum value (2.5 and 10.0 Å under 60
Hz operation) was used for two different samples to detect distances
(2.5 and 4 m, respectively), where the accessible q range was 0.004
Å−1 < q < 0.5791 Å−1. The SANS intensities of the samples were
subtracted from the background and empty cell scattering, after which
the sensitivity correction for each detector pixel was carried out. The
corrected data were scaled on the absolute intensity using the software
package provided by SNS [b,c].

Absorbance and CD Spectroscopy. The samples were prepared
as above. Four samples were prepared in a 50 μL reaction volume and
were then combined to achieve a final volume of 200 μL and DNA
concentration of 15 μM. Absorption spectra were recorded on a
PerkinElmer UV−vis−NIR with a 2 nm slit width and a data
acquisition time of 0.5 s/nm. Circular dichroism spectra were
recorded on a JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter equipped with a
CDF-426S Peltier Type CD/fluorescence cell holder maintained at 25
°C. For both the absorbance and CD measurements, the samples
were measured in quartz cuvettes from Hellma (105250QS).

AFM, SEM, and TEM Measurements. AgNC samples were
prepared and fractionated using PAGE as described above. Samples
were loaded using glycerol. As a control, a DNA/AgNC sample with
glycerol and SYBR gold was loaded to compare and identify the dimer
structure. The gel piece containing the dimer structure was cut out,
broken into pieces and submerged in diethylpyrocarbonate water
(200 μL overnight at 4 °C for elution. They were then centrifuged at
17000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant containing the eluted
DNA was transferred to a new tube (∼200 μL) and 20 μL of 3 M
Sodium acetate (pH 5.2) was added. To this solution was added 500
μL of 100% 2-propanol, and the solution was incubated at −20 °C for
precipitation overnight. Following incubation, samples were subjected
to centrifugation at 17000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C, followed by
complete removal of isopropanol. The pelleted DNA was then
resuspended in 50 μL of DEPC water. The samples were analyzed by
PAGE gel to confirm the stability of the dimer structure during
sample preparation. An atomic force microscope (AFM; NX-10; Park
Systems, South Korea) and a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM; JEOL-7001F; JEOL, Japan) were used to
obtain high-resolution morphological images of the DNA/AgNCs.
For both AFM and SEM analyses, samples were deposited onto a
silicon wafer and dried overnight at room temperature. The AFM
imaging was conducted in noncontact mode with NC-NCH tips
(Park Systems). For the SEM analysis, the morphology of DNA/
AgNCs complex was visualized at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and
the average sizes of the DNA/AgNCs complexes were quantified with
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ImageJ (v1.8, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEM-F200; JEOL, Japan)
was used to obtain high-resolution images of the localized AgNCs
within hairpin DNA templates at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
For TEM, the DNA/AgNC complex samples were diluted 10-fold and
dried on a carbon/Formvar-coated TEM grid (200 mesh; Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). The images were further analyzed
using ImageJ to quantify the average sizes of AgNCs. The ImageJ
analyses for SEM and TEM were performed by counting >50
individual DNA/AgNCs complex or AgNCs.
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